The Extron DTP HDMI 4K 230 extender sends HDMI, analog audio, and bidirectional control signals up to 230 feet (70 meters) over a shielded CATx cable. The HDCP-compliant extender set features a compact enclosure that enables discreet installation in a wide variety of applications.

- Transmits HDMI plus control and analog audio up to 230 feet (70 meters) over a shielded CATx cable
- Supports computer and video resolutions up to 4K, including 1080p/60 Deep Color
- Extron XTP DTP 24 shielded twisted pair cable is strongly recommended for optimal performance
- Bidirectional RS-232 and IR pass-through for AV device control
- Accepts additional analog stereo audio signals
- Supported HDMI specification features include data rates up to 10.2 Gbps, Deep Color up to 12-bit, 3D, HD lossless audio formats, and CEC pass-through
- HDCP compliant
- Supports EDID and HDCP transmission
- Remote power capability
- UL 2043 plenum rated receiver
- Compatible with all DTP™ 230 Series models and DTP-enabled products
- 1" (2.5 cm) high, quarter rack width metal enclosures
- Highly reliable, energy-efficient external universal power supply included with Tx models
The Extron DTP HDMI 4K 230 is a transmitter and receiver set for sending HDMI, audio, and bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals up to 230 feet (70 meters) over a shielded CATx cable to Extron DTP™-enabled products. It provides an economical and effective means for extending HDMI with embedded multi-channel audio from HDMI-equipped devices. The DTP HDMI 4K 230 accepts analog stereo audio signals for simultaneous transmission over the same shielded twisted pair cable. It supports video signals at resolutions up to 4K, including 1080p/60 Deep Color. The DTP HDMI 4K 230 enables the reliable transmission of HDMI signals, supporting Deep Color up to 12-bit, CEC pass-through, and embedded HD lossless audio formats. In addition, DDC communication of EDID and HDCP is direct compatibility and optimal signal transmission between devices.

For installation flexibility, the DTP HDMI 4K 230 transmitter or receiver can be remotely powered over the shielded twisted pair cable by a DTP-enabled product. The twisted pair extender also supports simultaneous transmission of bidirectional RS‑232 cable by a DTP‑enabled product. The twisted pair extender also receiver can be remotely powered over the shielded twisted pair.

For complete specifications, please go to www.extron.com
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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